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Abstract: This article reports a nine-month study of literacy develop-

ment of Aida a young English language learner ftom Indonesi4 who

was mainsheamed in a Grade 2 classroom in a primary school in the

south-eastern part of Australia. This article initially reviews the lit-
enture conceming features Of the mainstrearn classrOom conducive

for second language leaming and for literacy development. Following

the presentation of methodological issues, it examines English learn-

ing activities in Aida's classroom and higtrlights her literacy fevelop-
ment with examples of her work. The resul8 from this study show that

Aida developed literary skills considered important for her second

language and learning development. The variety of English learning

activities and the encouraging environment in her classroom contrib-

uted much to her literacy development'
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A central issue in the discussion of second language learning (e'g'

Genesee, 1994; Gibbons, 2002) and English as a second language (ESL)

leaming (e.g. Saker, 1994) in the mainstream classroom is how pedagogi

cal activities should be handled with the presence of second language
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learners. For these children, learning the language used in the mainstream
classroom is a necessity, as they need to be involved in the social life of
the school and to be successful academically (Genesee, 1994:1). Accord-
ingly, the mainstream classroom should fulfill the needs of the students in
general and should support the needs of language minority children in
particular (Gibbons, 1993; Liniring, 2000).

A review of the literature suggests that in order to be supportive of
language minority children, the mainstream classroom, as Gibbons (1993)
argues, should provide "a comfortable learning environment', and .bp-
portunities for meaningful interaction between peers" (p. I l). sirnilarly,
Tabors and Snow (r99a ll23) state that children learning a second lan-
guag€ in the mainstream classroom are likely to be successfirl when they
are provided with opportunities to participate in language interactions
with adults and peers. They also confirm that although children initially
undergo the "nonverbal period" (p. 107), they keep on communicating
with others using various forms of nonverbal communication. Thereforg
as Tabors and snow emphasize, language minority children should be en-
couraged to take advantage of opportunities in language interactions.

In their thorough case study, Platt and rroudi (lgg7) found that a
warm and friendly environment contributed to a language minority child's
success in participating in her mainstream classroom. platt and Troudi ob-
served Mary" a Grebo-speaking child from Libena, who was main-
streamed in a Grade 3 classrbom at Maplecrest primary school in the
south-eastern united states. when she began to study at the school, she
had limited English and almost no word atiack skills. The researchers re-
ported that Mary was able to take part actively because children in the
classroom were valued for their involvement in various activities regard-
less of their capacrty in doing the tasks. In addition, Mary's engagement in
activities was attributed to the teacher's beliefs about learning. Her teacher
was aware of the importance of acculturation in language leaming, the
yatural process of cognitive development, and the efficacy of cooperative
leaming. It seems that supportive learning environment and meiningftt
interaction in the mainstream classroom help second language children
develop their second language and academic learning (rinning, zo00; plat
and Troudi, 1997, Tabors and Sno% lg94).

A number of publications have specifically discussed the features of
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a mainstream classroom supportive of literacy development of second
language leamers (e.g. Cameron, 2003; Linning, 2000). Literacy refers to
"the ability to read and write" (Pearsall, 1998, p. 1076). The issue of liter-
acy leaming (i.e. learning to read and write) is important because second
language learners' ability to read and write determines the success of
teaching and learning in the mainstream classroom. In addition, second
language learners tend to frll behind because they need more time to learn
to read and write, not because they cannot learn to speak the language
used in the mainstream classroom (Cameron, 2003:106).

In her examination of how children become literate, Hudelson
(1994:L3L-137) avers that a number of factors contribute to the develop-
ment of child literacy. They include exposing children to an environment
where printed words are used, engaging children in book reading activi-
ties, and encouraging them to construct their literacy through writing, An
important issue in literacy development is to allow literacy skills 'to
emerge naturally and in a low-anxiety environment" (F{amayaq 1994:

298). In addition, literacy development activities should be oriented to the
"construction of meaning" (Hudelson, 1994:51), by interpreting text writ-
ten by others (reading) and by creating one's own original text (writing).

According to Linning (2000:106), literacy appreciation can be im-
proved when there is sustained reading in the mainstream classroom (i.e.,
with the availability of time, space, and reading materials). Through sus-
tained reading, leamers are given an opportunity to share and discuss the
contents (e.g. stories and information) of reading materials. An important
example is the introduction of a program called "literacy hour" into pri-
rnary and secondary schools in the United Kingdom (Cameron, 2003:
108). Through this program, time (an hour every day) is provided for "di-
rected literacy skills teaching" which is aimed at fostering students' mas-
tery of literacy in English.

A mainstream classroom will also be supportive of literacy learning
if graded materials are used where children have opportunities to read
from easy to increasingly difficult texts (Lining, 2000:106). In this case,

teachers play an important role to direct learners in selecting their reading
materials and in encouraging them to respond to the texts.

In addition to learning to read as a part of literacy development en-

deavor, learning to write should be done at the same time. It is important
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to teach children the correspondence of sound and letters through their
own original writing. Opportunities to wfite can be provided by engaging

children in writing activities such as writing personal stories and writing
dialogue journals (Hudelson, 1994:l 42-144).

Parents may contribute to their children's literacy development. In-
volvement of parents will ensure that children "receive support in all as-

pects of school lif,e" (Sears, 1998:i23). Wells (1985:161) reported a pro-

gram held in Toronto which involves collaboration between school and

parents. In a first-grade classroom, Wells observed, children take home

books to read to their parents and books parents should read to them' Par-

ents willing to volunteer were invited to read books to a group of students.

Parents also helped in the publication of books that children had written.
The above literature review suggests that a mainstream classroom

with special features can be fruitful for second language learners' devel-

opment of language skills in gdneral and literacy learning in particular.

THEPRASENT STUDY

This research is a case study of Aida, my Indonesian-speaking

daughter, who was mainstreamed in Ms. Diane Ortisi's classroom (Grade

2) at Carlton Gardens Primary School in Victoria, the south-eastern part of
Australia. It examines Aida's English language leanring activities in her

mainstream classroom within a period of 9 months. This study focuses on

the development of her literacy from March, when she had just arrived

from Indonesia, to December 2002, when she finished her Grade 2 educa-

tion.
Aida was 8 5rears old when she left lndonesia for Australia. English

was not new for her when she started to study at the primary school. In her

home country, she took a private English course twice a week. However,

the emphasis there was to make her like English language. She seemed to

enjoy learning to sing some children's songs (e.9. Old Mc Donald and A
Sailor Went to Sea) and drawing pictures of simple vocabulary (e.g.

"house", "aboy" and "a doll"). She understood little English, but her mo-

tivation to learn English was high. On the third day following her anival
in Australia, she started her study in the mainstream classroom.

I was not sure how she felt about her new school, as the classroom

situation differed from the learning situation in her Indonesian primary
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school. Lcarning and teaching styles seemed to be more informal (e.g.

scats are not arrangcd straight toward the teacher). In this class, children

sccmcd to be actively involved in various leaming activities. For example,

children were arranged into groups so that they could work and interact

with their classmates when doing learning tasfts.

I-ITERACY EDUCATION IN AUSTRALIA

Literacy education in Australian primary schools, more particularly

rn Victoria, is implemented in accordance to the "Early Years Literacy
program". This program is based on the principle that effective teaching

andlearning in the ilassroom have an important role in the process of lit-
cracy education (Raban and Essex, 2002:218). Accordingly, primary

schools have to apply the "two-hour literacy block" as the key element of
the program (Rub* and Essex, 2002:22L). This means two hours are allo-

cated daity for structured literacy teaching. The pulpose of the literacy

block is to enable teachers to meet the needs of their students in literacy

learning.
wttit" the focus of the literacy program is on reading and writing,

listening and speaking are employed optimally to support the approaches

used foi teaching reading and teaching writing (Walkers, 2002). The

reading approaches adopted such as oral reading, reading to children,

shareJ book reading, guided reading reflect the use of listening and

speaking.- 
In ierms of writing, early literacy education emphasizes the mastery

of the intricacy of handwriting and spelling. In addition, opportunities are

provided for irildren to learn aspects of reading and writing. Children are

ihen geared to develop a sense of the grammar of written language. With

u*urJn.r, of the grammatical aspects of language, children learn to dif-

ferentiate meaning delivered in speech and meaning represented in writing

(Christie, 1995:9).
The "Early Years Literacy Program" has been considered a great

success (Raban and Essex, 2002:228). It has affected the way children

leam literacy in their early years at schools. With the experience and suc-

cess of the literacy progfam in the early years of primary schools, it stands

to reason that attention is currently extended to the middle years of
schooling. In the future, it is expected that literacy progam as such can be
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implemented in all grades of primary schools, especially in the south east-
ern part of Australia.

AIMS OF THT'STUDY

In light of the theoretica.l perspectives and the research context, this
study aims (l) to describe English literacy learning activities in Aida's
mainstream classrcom, and (2) to highlight Aida's English literacy devel-
opment.

RESEARCH METHOI)

To achieve the airns of the researeh, this study ernpioys the case
study approach as it aims to examinE a case in a particular context (John-
son, 1992:76) by describing aspects of situations concerning the case.
Aida, the young English language leamer in this study is considered a
"bounded system" (Merriam, 1998:L2\ 6y 4 "5ingle instance" (NunarL
199275). The case study is a research approach which is useful for sec-
ond language learning research (Cahyono, 2A0D.

As a research approach, the case study has several.advantages. Gven
that it represents reality very closely, the case study can be a natural
source of data (Cohen and Manion, 1994 123'1. Furthermore, the case
study approach tras been a useful approach when it is used to study a case
in the context of second language learning (See, for example, Johnson
1992:76-83; Flatt and Troudi, 1997). Another advantage of the case study
is that it enables the researcher to describe the process and outcomes of
the research in a detailed rnanner (Brown, l9S8:2).

The case study, however, also has limitations. To deal with the limi-
tations, this study undertakes the following procedures. To enhance the
reliability, triangulation was used by applying different kinds of data col-
lection methods such as observation, the use of documents and portfolios,
and retrospective interview. In addition, the theory behind this study, par-
ticularly concerning features ofmainstream classroom supportive of sec-
ond language learners' language and literacy development, was elaborated
so as to enhance the reliability (Merriam, 1998:106-107). Therefore, the
use of multiple instruments (Yin, 1994) and the description of research
situation (Merriam, r998:2rr-212) will increase the validity of this case
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study.
ln developing this study, I visited Carlton Gardens Primary School a

number of times and observed the classroom and the leaming activities.
At mid-year, I had an interview with Ms. Ortisi to talk about Aida's aca-

demic and English language learning. Throughout the academic year, I
monitored Aida's progress in her study by asking her about various

learning activities. At the mid'year and end of academic year, Ms. Ortisi
gave me the academic record and a compilation of Aida's work through-
out the year. In writing this article, I referred to Aida again for further rec-

ollections of her learning ac.tivities and her impressions about what she

was doing in Ms. Ortisi's classroom.

RNSULTS

This section describes thb results of observation and analysis of the
environment, literacy (reading and writing) activities, and reading and

writing assessment in Aida's mainstream classroom. Excerpts of Aida's
literacy work and comments from Ms. Ortisi are presented to give an idea

of her English literacy learning and development.

CLASSROOM EI{\{IROI\MENT

I observed that Aida's classroom was rich in items and materials for
literacy development. Posters with printed words were put on the wall
while some forms of children's work (e.g. pictures, stories, were exhibited
on cardboard around the classroorn walls. Shelves full of books and chil-
dren's literature stood in the corner of the classroom. I have an impression

that, to a large extent, Aida's classroom fits what Hudelson (I99a:Bl)
calls a classroom with "print in the environment".

There was a poster with"the alphabet and pictures describing the use

of the alphabet. To make use of the poster, children were asked to recall
the alphabet letters by connecting them with the pictures. In this case, they

tried to make sense of the letters through playful recitation. The letters

were chanted together in syntactical contexts, followed by the pronuncia-

tion of the sound for three times: "Ants are on the apple, lal al al/;Balls
are bouncing, /b! b! b!/; Caterpillars are coughing, &! k! k!/; Dolls are

dancing, ldl dl dll ...;Zig-zagzebras, lzl zl zt/"
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A "language experience approach" (Wells, 1986:159) seemed to ba

applied in the classroom. Through this approach children were provided

opportunities to discuss about objects and events in their environment or

information and stories they read from books not only through oral ac-

tivities (e.g. show and tell before classmates and reading aloud) but also

through the medium of writing.

READING

Reading activities are provided as part of the implementation of the

Early Years Literacy program. Students are introduced to various text

tlpes such as picture books, chapter books, and poetry. One of the impor-

tant aims of reading is 'to enable children to sort and classifu texts as fic-
tion and non-fiction and as real and imagined experiences" (lValters,

2A02:2).

BOOK READING

In Aida's classroom, books were read regularly every day. The

reading activities included class reading and silent reading.In the class

reading, a child was asked to read a book aloud while their classmates

listened to him/her. Each child had a turn of reading. Occasionally Ms.

Ortisi took turn reading a particular page for the child.
A variation in the class reading activity is book reading that is con-

ducted together. In this case, Ms. Ortisi read a book within the category of
"This book is to read together". One of the books Ms. Ortisi read was The

Gingerbread Man (Aylesworth, 1998). This book teils about the adven-

ture of the Gingerbread Man in tryrng to run away from his makers (i.e., a
lonely old couple) in order not to be baked. In the "run away" adventure,

people or different kinds of animals attempt to catch him. The story is

written with expressive words, Children were asked to repeat each sen-

tsnce after Ms. Ortisi's reading and they enthusiastically and joyfully did
it.

In the silent reading, children were given the opportunity to read

books of their own choice from the books kept in the bookshelves. Thirty
to forty-five minutes were allocated for this activity.
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IIOME READING

An activity used to foster children's ability in reading is home read-
ing. Ms, Ortisi assigned children to take home books. The book was kep
rn a folder along with two sheets of paper atiached in the inside part of the
lront and back covers. The first paper sheet was used to record informa-
tion concerning reading activities. It had several columns: date, book title,
pages, and guardian/parent signature. Before giving a book and the folder
to her children, Ms. Ortisi filled out the "date" and the "book title" col-
umns. The other two columns were to be completed by parents or chil-
dren's guardian.

The other sheet of paper in the folder is Ms. Ortisi's letter for par-
ents. Parents were informed that children would bring home books of dif-
ferent kinds (e.g. commercially-made readers. or school library books).
They were also told that children could choose their own books or, occa-
sionally" the teacher chose the books for children. Parents were reminded
that the home reading aimed to "encourage children to take an interest in
books" and to "develop a desire to read without being forced" (Ortisi,
2002:2).

Parents were recommended to do a number of things concerning the
home reading task. Firs! they should read stories to their children as much

as possible. In doing so, parents were required to pass on their enjoyment
of stories to children. They should also allow children to tell the story so

that they could know w'hat children have understood. Furthermore, espe-

cially when children begin to read to their parents, they should give en-

couragement and patiently listen to their children. In addition, Parents

were recomrnended to "talk about the story and share ideas and feelings"
with them (Ortisi, 2002:2).

In the early months, Aida listened when I read books for her. She

then read a book in part and I read the rest for her. However, commencing
from the fourth month, Aida began to read her own book, while I was lis-
tening to her reading. Books'that Aida listened to or read included fairy
tales (e.g. Thumbelina, Cinderella, and Frog Prince), books on animals
(e.g. reptiles, platypus, and emu), books on nature (e.g. weather, space,

and water), and contemporary children's story books. Many of the books

were picture books. However, Ms. Ortisi ccasionally gave her a chapter
book, especially in the school holidays which lasted for two weeks. As
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soon as a book was done, t had to write the number of pages in the hontc

reading sheet and to give my signature. On average, Aida's listening or

reading ranged frorn 2-? pages (in early tnonths) to 27 pages (in later

months).
Periodically, normally once a week, Aida's home reading sheet was

commented on for encouragement. "Fantastic", "Splendid", and "A$'e-

some" are aJriong the tlpes of encouraging words she received. trn the sev-

enth month, a comment on Aida's sheet reads "{longratulations Aida on

your excellent progress" (See Figure l).

Figure 1. List of Books Aida Read for Horne Reading

Figure I shows a list of books that Aida read for home reading. The

titles in the list include Tadpole Diary (18 pages), The Tiger Who Came to

Tea (32 pages), Ducklings on the Pond (28 pages)" Mm's Island {120
pages), Counting on" Frsnk (44 pages), and l-ost in Dinosaurs World (30

pages). Excepl Nim's Island, all the books are picture books. The last col-

umn contains parent signatures and comments from ihe teacher.

READING AND S{JMMARIZING

Children in Ms. Ortisi's classroom were occasionally given an as-

signment to summarize a chapter book. This assignment was given in the

school holidays. In a school holiday rn'hich lasted for two weeks, Aida rvas

given a book entitled Mm's Island (On, i999). This book is a chapter

book with a sketch or two appearing in each chapter.

F{aving read the book, Aida made her summary. Aida's surnmary of
Nim's Island that she made in the seventh month of her study is shown in
Figure 2.

I tt,lt. .lt,l,r,ttnl Ilrr lrltttrr'tlrt'rtttt ( lrr's.ttt','rrr ,' ")

Nim's Island

One day Nirn lives on an isliund ald shs havc liicrtd
who have name is Alex Rover and Jack and she havc a

pet the pet iguana called Fred, a sea lion callcd Sclkic'

a hrtle called Chica. She like to conteck with Alcx
Rover and make an email to Jack too because Alcx
and Jack livcs on olher island. Alex Rover wanted to
go to lrlim's island because they don't have to do with
email.

lrigure 2" Aida's summary of Nintls Island (written in the seventh month).

Figure 2 shows Aida's suminary of the story Nim's Island. Although

ihe story contains a number of spelling and s1'ntactical errors, Aida

scemed to be successful in grasping the rvhole idea in the story. Shc was

able to describe the environmont of the Island by mentioning about pcts

Aida was also successful in showing the problem of being separatcd with

f'.iends as indicated by the last sentence of the summary.

WR.ITING

HANDWRITING

Handwriting r,vas taught using a cursive handwriting book by Night-

ingale and Nightingale (1992). As suggested by the book, lessons wcrc

conducted twice to three times per week and each lasted approximately l.i

io 20 minutes.
The lessons started from tracing broken line examples (e'g' down-

stroke movement and anti-clockr'vise oval) and copying letters. The lattcr

exercises aimed to practice in writing combinations. For exarnple, Aida

was asked to copy a sentence "Hans Flopper went hunting with his fathcr

and &iends" to practice "H" and "h" in cornbination with other lettcrs.

The most advanced practice irl Grade 2 was to practice numerals. At thc

same time, children were introduced to write diagonal joins (e.g. "i" to bc

combined with "n") and horizontai joins (e.g. 'ob" to be combined with
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'b").
All markings seem to be positive and encouruging. Ms. Ortisi gave

Aida "Good", "W'ell done", "Excellent", a "tick", or a "smiley". This

evaluation seems to follow Nightingale and Nightingale's (1994:4) rec-

ommendation that a child should be rewarded with "praise and positive
reinforcement to further the desire to write weli". An example of Aida's
handwriting with Ms. Ortisi's positive reinforcement ('Well done') is
presented in Figure 3.

X'igure 3. Aida's Handwriting (Written in the Fifth Month)

SPELLING EXERCISES

Spelling exercises were given every week. As written in the cover
page of Aida's spelling folder, childten were asked to bring their spelling
folders to school each Monday and Friday and to practice each day. On

Mondays, Ms. Ortisi wrote ten words on the chalkboard that children had

to copy in their note books" The children were recornmended to take home

their books in order to learn and memorize the spelling of the ten words.

Many students, including Aida, did not take their books home. However,
they had an opportunity to have a look at their books during free time at
school.

On Fridays, Ms. Ortisi read the ten words'in a row. She asked the

children to write the words with correct spelling. Following the dictation,
Ms. Ortisi checked the children's work and gave them stickers. Aida
gained stickers of different kinds. When 8 to 10 words that Aida wrote
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wcrc correct, Ms. Ortisi gave her "brilliant","graat", "impressive", "t€rri.-

fic", "very good" or "good work" stickers. However, when she had 7 cor-
rect words or less, Ms. Ortisi gave her a "huge effort" sticker. An example
of Aida's spelling work and Ms. Ortisi's reinforcing stickers is presented

in Figure 4.

tr'igure 4. Aida's Spelling Work (Written in the Ninth Month) and Her
Teacher's Reward. '

STOR,YWRITING

Children in Ms. Ortisi's classroom were asked to write stories on a
regular basis. They were free to choose topics they would like to write
about. Aida started to write stories in April 20A2, the second month of her

study in the mainstream classroom. By the end of November (the ninth
month), Aida had written 27 stories, or an average of one story per week.

A thorough examination of the stories shows that although Aida's
story writing was not free from grammatical and spelling elrors, develop-
ment of her writing ability was noticeable, especially commencing from
the fiffh month. All the stories she wrote from the second to the fourth
month were concemed with her personal experiences when she was still in
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Indonesia. For example, in these early months Aida wrote about her play

activities with Donald Duck, cats, her sister, and her bike. The length of
her stories ranges frorn 18 to 43 words , ot 27 rvords on average'

Commencing from the fifth month, most of the stories Aida wrote

were fictions, based on her imagination and her reading. Unlike the previ-

ous stories, these stories have titles which include, among otherc, The

Magic Teddy, The Ponr Little Girl, Lightning, Snowman, Raining, Rab-

bits,.Lions, and Farm's Animals. On average, .Aida wryote about 4l words

per story" However, rvord length did not seem to be her focus in writing,
rather it lvas story developmcnt which has an introduction-conflict-
solution. A story entitled Lions is one of the shortest stories. This story is

written in three short sentences and has only 16 words. Similarly, Light-
ning consists of 16 words, but it is written in one sentence. In Lightning,
which she wrote "ligthning" Aida tells "'One day the liule house with
blaok bricks met ligthning and the man from there died".

The longest story, written in the eighth month, is entitled Farm's
Animals which consists of 86 words (See Figure 5).

Farm's Animals

Once upon a time there was a farm who bave rnany of animals. He
have dircks, horses, chickens, cows, birds, donkey, lambs, sheep
and some pigs. One day he lost his pigs. He very sad because tre
lost all of his pigs" When he was sleep at night, he hear "Oink-
oink". He looked at the window. He see his pigs and he is very
happy with all his pigs. On the morning he put seeds on his gar-
deirs. He play with fus anirnals in his garden.

Figure 5. The Longest Story (86 words, Written in the Eight Month)

Regardless of the spelling and grammaticai errors in the stories, Ms.
Ortisi gave Aida a "well done" for her lightning story and a "fabulous ef-

fort" for her story about farm animals.

DIAR.YWRITING

Every Monday, children in Ms. Ortisi's class had to write in a diary.
Children were f,ree to write about anything they experienced during the
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lrrovious wcck. Aida wrote in hcr diary regularly. She started her entries
with a salutation "Dear Diary.". There were 17 entries in her diary and
rnost of ihem were concerned with her week-end experiences. Accord-
rngly, a phrase "On the week-end," was a common opening in her diary
,;ntries. Aida wrote her experiences when she went shopping, played with
lriends, went to a bookstore, played in the garden, or watched television.
ln addition to her writing, Aida provided drawings of what she talked
about in the diary.

As childron were encouraged to "talk" about their experiences and
l'eeilngs in their diaries, N4s. Ortisi did not need to provide responses.

f{owever, she read and went through each entry to provide feedback on er-
rors of spelling or expressions. Figure 5(a) shows the way Ms. Ortisi gave
corrective feedback to one of Aida's diary entries.

Ms. Ortisi also provided reinforcing remarks such as "good", "great"
or "well done" and encouraging figures such as a'osmiley" or a "tick". For
cxample, Ms. Ortisi gave a "fantastic" for Aida's last entry in which she

Figure 6. (a) One diary entry (written in the seventh month) with corrcctive
feedback (b) Aida's last diary entry (written in the eight month).

Ms. Ortisi tried to do her best in encouraging children to like writing
in the diary. tn an entry, Aida wrote a sentence only, "Dear Diary, on the
week-end, I stayed homo" with her drawing of her home, a house with a

stairway. Responding to this" Ms. Diane showed her appreciation by
writing "very good".

talked about seeins Santa ur a inq centre (See Fieure 6b).
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ASSESSMENT Of,' LITERACY LEARNING

The assessment of literacy learning in Ms. Ortisi's classroom rvas

conducted regularly based on children's day-to-day performance. As de-
scribed previously, Ms. Ortisi provided corrective feedback in children's
work and marks which were encouragrn'g for further leaming. These
methods of assessment had been applied for different f,orms of reading
and vrriting activities in her classroom.

In addition to regular classroom assessmeRt, Ms. Ortisi had to make
assessment reports conducted mid-year *nd at the end of the year. With
regard to Aida's literacy learning up to the mid-year, Ms. Ortisi reported
as follows (Walkers, 2A02:3):,

Aida enjoys reading and is to be congratulated for bringing her reader
to school regularly. She is gaining confidence in story witing and al-
ways completes work to the best of her ability . .. . Aida is to be com-
mended on producing fantastic results in her weekly spelling tests and
for bringing her homework to school regularly. Keep up the fantastic
work Aidal

In the mid-year, children were given an opportunity to conduct self-
assessment. Children were given a "studsnt self assessment" form asking
about the areas they are good at and the arsas they need to work harder on.
In this evaluation sheet Aida wrote that she was good at reading and she
felt she needed to work on writing (Walkers, 2002:8).

At the end of the academic year, Ms. Ortisi had to write another re-
port in which she had to decide if children could continue their study to
Grade 3. Concerning Aida's literacy learning, Ms. Ortisi wrote as follows
(William, 2002:3):

Aida is to be congratulated for bringing her homework and reader to
school regularly. She is writing her own creative stories independently
and her handwriting is neat. Aida demonstrates enjoyment in her abil-
ity to read independently and often shares stories to peers. She has
achieved excellent result in weekly spelling tests and has built up a
good sight vocabulary .... Well done Aida!

Like her mid-year's assessment of her reading and writing, in the
end-year report, Aida stated that she felt good at reading, but she admitted
ilrat she had to work on story-writing.
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DISCUSSION

Aida's mainstream classroom represents an environment which is
cncouraging for literacy learning. The environmental print in the class-
room conveyed an idea that printed letters convey messages (Wray and
Medwell, l99l:75).In addition, it was also used as a means for collabora-
tive learning activities emphdsizing the importance of literacy. The liter-
acy activities required children to use discourses understood by classmates
who were listening to them. As such, these activities provided contexts
where children could pay attention not only to what they wish to say but
also to how they are saying it (Gibbons, 2002:15).

An examination of the teaching and learning activities in Ms. Ortisi's
classroom through Aida's reading and writing shows that the classroom is
suitable for ycung second language learners mainstreamed in the class-
room. Opportunities for self-selected reading were provided so t}rat chil-
dren felt free to choose books they like. These are supported with the
abundant supply of children's literature available at the "Reading Corner".
The opportumty for self-selected and independent reading enables chil-
dren "to se,e themselves as readers and to view reading as something en-
joyable" (Hudelson, 1994 149).

A good habit in reading outside the classroom is formed as a result of
home reading assignments. Reading habit formation is encouraged as Ms.
Ortisi wrote the title of the book in the reading sheet, whereas parents or
guardians had to write the number of pages listened to or read at home. I
observed that Aida was happy as the number of books in her reading sheet
increased from day to day. Also, from the list she knew what she had read

and how much she read in a particular day.
Activities in Aida's classroom not only provided her with opportuni-

ties to leam the rudiments of handwriting and spelling, but also taught her
to reconstruct meaning by writing (Hudelson, 1994). For example, in story
writing Aida was able to write about her experience and creative stories.
In diary writing, she attempted to record what she experienced weekly. It
is interesting to know even though at times she did not have any activity
such as going shopping or playing with friends to report, she still tried to
write that she stayed home all the time in the weekend.

It should be noted that the connection between reading and writing
was emphasized so as to stimulate thoughts in the process of learning. In
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sAmary writing, the story from a chapter book had to be summarized
rlto a few sentences. Additionally, in story writing, Aida seemed to be in-
sPled by her reading. This may be seen in the introduction-conflict-
s0l\tion patterq a common pattern that can be identified in child stories

she has rea4 not from her personal experiences. Thus, literacy education
ilI. dida's classroom supports the connection of reading, writing, and

#.rking.

In addition to the contribution ofher classroom teachers, parents also
W an imporfant role to help her to construct the foundation of literacy.
iot example, parents' reading for children in the early weeks of schooling

foDpo.ted the formation of reading habit. I regularly read to Aida a read-
ir8 book that she took home f-rom school. Within a few months, she felt
fl0re confident to read stories by herself, and I listened to her.

Positive reward was not something unusual in Ms. Ortisi's class. Ms.
0,tiri*u, persistent in looking at learning to read and write as successes
lather than failures. No matter how much Aida read and how much she
wl0te, reward was always provided. The positive reward encouraged Aida
htead more and write more. However, that was not the ultimate goal. In
d{ition to read and write more, she also attempted to be a better reader
h{ writer. Aida knew that whenever she performed well, she would get
"Solden stickers" which were only given to excellent work. When she
c0ltected 15 golden stickers, Ms. Ortisi gave her a toy. Posilive reward is
0[e of the features of a classroom which is conducive to development of
lt**ry r a second language (Hamayan, 1994:295\.

In Ms. Ortisi's classroom, assessment activities seemed to be an in-
t\ral part of instructional planning. Through children's daily perform-
allce, observation, porrfolios, and literacy documents, decisions about suc-
ftss of iearning could be made. Genesee and llanayan (1994:237) state
thUur order for assessment to be effective "teachers need to combine dif-
l0rent *etttoOs of assessment which are relevant to her classroom circum-
$tinces". The availability of materials for assessment made it easier for
[{, 0ttlri to make a semester report for children's learning and to make a
dttisionwhether her children could continue to the next grade.

toltcr,usrou

In this article I have reported the result of literacy learning of Aida'
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an Indonesian-speakirrg child, who was mainstreamed in an Australian
classroom where English is used as a medium of instruction. Excerpts of
Aida's English literacy work and her teachers' comments srrggest that
Aida has successfully developed her literacy learning.

The classroom environrnent and the variety of literacy learning ac-
tivities have been supportive of Aida's English literacy learning. kr addi-
tion, t}te teacher's encouragement, indicated through her methods of
teaching literacy and assessment, was also at play in supporting Aida's lit-
eracy learning. The positive result of literacy learning has in turn sup-
ported the success of her academic learning in the mainstream classroom.

The features of the mainstream classroom described in this article
might be interesting for teachers of English in Indonesia, It is expected
that insights from the rnainstream classroom contribute to improvements
of pedagogical aspects of English literacy learning for young leamers in
the Indonesian context.
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